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EasiPREP: Exam Preparations Made Easy!
Exam or test preparation as a concept is no new thing. Students have been preparing for
examinations as old as the act of administering examinations themselves are. Growing up as
students, various examination preparation methods and tactics come readily to mind. There
was the sitting by the lamp or rechargeable lantern with past question papers, textbooks and
notebooks and staying up late into the night to, as the saying goes, burn the midnight oil.
There was also the silent day-time studying in public or school libraries. And yet there was
the grand-daddy of them all in preparing for external or non-school examinations; the
gathering at after-school preparation or study centers, which often had the lure of becoming
social gatherings and after-school relaxation joints. All these examination preparation
methods have their merits and demerits which are further underscored by the fact that
different students have different preparation needs and suitability requirements.
While there might not be an urgent search for the magic examination preparation method, it
is important to note the following emerging facts:
1. The world is evolving almost on a daily basis. Now we have internet and laptops in
schools, we have computer-based and internet-based assessments. It is thus
permissible to think that while our age-old examination preparation methods may not
be done away with completely since they have served us and our fathers so well, it
may be pertinent to have them evolve in order not to be left behind. After all, what is
the point of preparing for the Olympic races with bare feet when they'll be run with
shoes?
2. Examination grades seem to be on a down-ward spiral, particularly for standardized,
non-school examinations and tests. Could this be as a result of a general decline in
intelligence, tougher examination questions, inadequate teachers or teaching
methods, or inadequate examination preparation methods? Any answer is very likely
to be subject to contention but one consensus should be this: every area involved
requires review and improvement.
In view of the foregoing, it should not be difficult to understand the timeliness and excitement
of an innovation in examination preparation as represented by EasiPREP. For starters, the
first question is: What or who is EasiPREP? Simply put, EasiPREP is examination
preparations made easy. In many words, EasiPREP provides examination and test
preparation services and solutions within a primarily internet and electronic based
framework. The preparation services and solutions include internet-based and computerbased exam and test simulation solutions, remote english language essay and non-multiple
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choice theoretical questions analysis and grading services and interactive preparation
forums and information exchange under the guidance of experienced examiners and
teachers.
While a single page or double-page discourse may not completely do justice to the offerings
from EasiPREP, two exciting features or possibilities immediately stand out. And these are
the ease and convenience of use on one part, and the monitoring and feedback on the other
part.

1. The Ease and Convenience
The internet and computers, which form the primary delivery framework for EasiPREP,
are gradually, if not already, becoming common parts of our daily life even in developing
worlds. They are becoming ubiquitous and available in private and public access
flavours. It is thus not difficult to see how EasiPREP allows examination preparations to
weave easily into your schedule in a modern and dynamic world whether you are a parttime student, full-time student or a full-time worker trying to prepare for post-graduate
examinations or tests.
We are all aware of the hectic pace of modern living as well as the effect of moods on
assimilation. Many times, it is often difficult to predict accurately when one would be in
the right mood to study or do a little exam practice effectively. But what is exciting about
EasiPREP is that it is available at all times and can be adapted to any study schedule.
You can walk into an internet cafe and do a little exam and test prep on the EasiPREP
website, stay back after work to do a little prep on your office computer, sit leisurely at a
park with your laptop to do a little prep or go into the school computer lab at break time
for a little exam prep practice. The options are all yours.

2. The Monitoring and Feedback
Another exciting feature of EasiPREP is the ability to monitor the performance and
progress of a student via performance reports and statistics that can be sent
automatically by email or accessed on the EasiPREP website. For a parent, teacher,
academic coach, tutor or even the student, this is simply fantastic. With detailed and
timely performance reports and statistics, teachers and tutors can quickly d
i entify a
student's weak areas and focus more on them for improvement. With the hectic schedule
of modern day living, being able to login on a website or receive email that allows you as
a parent, to keep track of the academic performance of your children in test and exam
practice is refreshing and a boost in the jungle of modern-day parental responsibilities.
Add to the mix, EasiPREP's interactive forum that allow students to ask questions and
get academic assistance under the supervision of experienced examiners and teachers
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and the provided opportunities for teachers to track questions asked by their pupils,
questions asked often and other statistics and you suddenly see why EasiPREP is an
idea that its time has come.
From whatever angle one looks at it, there is no discounting the fact that EasiPREP brings
refreshment and innovation to examination and test preparation in a way that has not been
seen in a long time. It is a realization of modern technology to meet a burgeoning need
without any attendant complexity to render it of limited use, costly or ineffective. It is simply,
just as the slogan goes, exam preparations made easy!
For more information on EasiPREP, how you can sign up and features and benefits available, please
visit www.easiprep.com or email us through enquiry@easiprep.com
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